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“I went to the animal shelter,” Wise said, “and walked past many cages before I saw
“What’s great about the boxes is that they cost nothing; you can play with your
this medium-longhaired, ginger tabby. His fat, fluffy tail was bigger than his whole
cats by dangling yarn in front of a hole, scratching on the outside (drives them
nuts) or throwing any number of things inside. Or, they can amuse themselves,”
Wise said.

One more treat is taking each cat out on a harness while Wise is gardening. If
trained from kittenhood, cats usually do fine wearing a harness. Under Wise's
watchful eye, the harnessed cat is attached to a long rope that is secured to a tree.
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Words from the Wise
Bugs
Not everyone will be willing to adopt another of Wise’s no-cost, pet-toy solutions:
catching insects and bringing them indoors for your cat’s hunting pleasure. Oliver’s
and Sasha’s favorite insects are moths, cicadas and crickets. Because of the health
risk Wise makes it a rule—absolutely NO spiders.
What can be better from a cat’s point of view than something small, alive and
moving? “They usually don’t eat them,” Wise said. “Just torture and carry them
proudly around in their mouth,” she laughs. “If you’re not squeamish about bugs
they make the best ‘toys.’”
If you decide to start offering bugs to your cat, check with your vet first to find out
what insects are safe in your area.

“Spend your money on things that matter,” Wise said. “When Oliver had an allergic
reaction to ear mite medication, his lymph nodes swelled up, blocking his
intestine. My vet recommended surgery, which was going to cost a thousand
dollars. He said it would save his life. Oliver was the smartest, funniest cat I’ve ever
known – a living prescription for stress relief. I put my money on him.”
Today, Oliver is a healthy, boisterous kitty who rules the Wise household.
Finally, the very best economy tip of all is to play with your cat every day, as often
as possible. That will take care of your cat’s essential physical and emotional needs,
which goes a long way in keeping your cat happy and healthy – for free.
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